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Designated native woodlands have also been given FCS
Natural Reserve status, along with the mixed woodland
immediately above.  The latter will have landscape and
Red squirrel habitat benefits.

This coupe contains much open ground and poor growth crops.
It will be reduced in size by replacing the southerly area with
native woodland, which will allow a shorter length of roading
to be built to access the coupe in the future.

This ccoupe has quite a bit of wind damage so is
being felled now.  It will also help restructure the
forest and open up views from the Kintyre Way.

These coupes are designed to provide access to the isolated
blocks of conifer on the Tarbert backcloth that are to be removed.

Tarbert backcloth area is classed as Minimum Intervention,
which will allow micro felling operations asociated with
management of the area for amenity.

Areas of poor growth conifers to be felled to improve
Black grouse habitat and improve open habitat linkages.

Southern part of coupe has suffered wind damage.  Linkage
to the forest road will avoid the need to build an expensive
road to access relatively small size timber and also avoid
destabilising adjoining timber either side of it.

Road to be extended in Phase 1 to reach
windblown coupe in Glenskibble.

Recently cleared windblown area.

Wind damaged coupes, previously approved for felling.

These coupes are carried over the skyline to avoid skyline fringes
appearing, although views from Cowal are distant and weather
dependant.  Windblow may further damage these areas prior to
their intended felling date.

Coupe extended south to shorten length of road required.

Phase 7 felling (2047 - 2051)

Minimum intervention

Long term retention

After 2051

Phase 6 felling (2042 - 2046)

Phase 5 felling (2037 - 2041)

Phase 3 felling (2027 - 2031)

Phase 2 felling (2022 - 2026) Natural Reserve

Low impact silviculture

Phase 4 felling (2032 - 2036)

Phase 1 felling (2016 - 2021)

Open/ other

Modify coupe boundary at restocking
to avoid following road along skyline.
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